Abstract Reaching a decision when multiple, possibly conflicting, criteria are taken into account is often a difficult task. This normally requires the intervention of an analyst to aid the decision maker in following a clear methodology with respect to the steps that need to be taken, as well as the use of different algorithms and software tools. Most of these tools focus on one or a small number of algorithms, some are difficult to adapt and interface with other tools, while only a few belong to dynamic communities of contributors allowing them to expand in use and functionality. In this paper, we address these issues by proposing to use the R statistical environment and the MCDA package of decision aiding algorithms and tools. This package is meant to provide a wide range of MCDA algorithms that may be used by an analyst to tailor a decision aiding process to their needs, while the choice of R takes advantage of the yet poorly explored opportunity to interface data analysis and decision aiding. We additionally demonstrate the use of this tool on a practical application following a well-defined decision aiding process.
These remarks provide the key motivation for this contribution. The MCDA as well as the decision aiding community from the possibility of applying data 57 analysis during the decision aiding process.
58
The remainder of this article is organized in the following way. In Section 2 59 we provide a state of the art, starting with the MCDA process, the different algo-60 rithms that have been proposed and finishing with an overview of the most notable 61 supporting software tools. In Section 3 we present and discuss our proposal to use 62 the R statistical environment combined with our contribution, the MCDA package 63 for R. In Section 4 we provide a very detailed illustrative example showcasing how 64 R and the package may be used in practice. Finally, in Section 5 we finish with of decision problem, as well as managing multiple DMs and their different perspec-98 tives. The third step involves the choice of a mathematical model and its tuning so 99 that it reflects the perspective of the DM. Furthermore, a resolution method also 100 needs to be selected in order to provide a recommendation to the decision problem.
101
Finally, in the last step, this recommendation is presented to the DM, who then 102 either validates the recommendation, asks for additional supporting analyses or 103 revisits previous steps in order to refine the solution. We would like to highlight 104 that the structure of the process is nonlinear, complex and iterative. This means 105 that any point in the process we may choose different paths to follow, in some 106 cases going back to previous ones. We highlight this, and the fact that the deci-107 sion aiding process is decomposed into multiple sub-steps, as shown in Figure 1 . At 108 each of these steps we may have an interaction between the DM and the analyst, 
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112
The resolution step of the previously described MCDA process involves the namely the outranking school of thought and the value-based theories.
117
The main idea behind outranking methods is to compare any two alternatives 118 pair-wise on basis of their evaluations on the set of criteria, according to a majority 119 rule. For two alternatives x and y of A, if for the DM there are enough arguments in 120 favor of the statement "x is at least as good as y", then x outranks y (xSy) (Roy, 121 1996). These arguments are based on differences of evaluations on the various 122 criteria which are compared to discrimination thresholds determined in accordance 123 with the DM's preferences. Furthermore, a weight is associated with each criterion, 124 which allows giving these local arguments more or less importance in the majority 125 rule. A concordance index then aggregates these partial arguments via a weighted 126 sum to obtain a credibility degree of the outranking. or Rgraphiz by (Gentry et al, 2009 (Gentry et al, , 2016 .
202
All of these remarks serve as motivation for our proposal of the MCDA R 203 package. Our aim is to provide as many different MCDA methods and tools as 204 possible and to make them available to the R and the data analysis communities.
205
In line with the philosophy of R, the package will allow the analyst to construct We present, in this section, our contribution, by first giving a brief presentation 216 of the philosophy behind R and the package of MCDA functions that we propose,
217
followed by a slightly more in-depth description of the contents of the package, 218 namely the currently implemented functions.
Philosophy
220
R is an open-source functional programming language and environment mainly 221 centered around data analysis (Venables et al, 1998; Ihaka and Gentleman, 1996) .
222
In recent years it has grown in popularity with the IEEE identifying it as the 9th a few packages linked to MCDA, there is plenty still to be done in this regard.
233
The MCDA package that we propose follows the philosophy of R, by encom- Next to these algorithms which represent the heart of the MCDA process, the The work on the package is ongoing, and we encourage the interested reader 309 to contribute to this collective effort.
Illustrative example
311
In this section we present the use of the MCDA R package on a didactic MCDA 312 problem which has been widely discussed in the literature, namely the choice of a 313 sports car (see Bouyssou et al (2000) , Chapter 6). We show how the package can 314 be used in the various steps of the MCDA process, which was described in (2.1).
315
In a real-world decision aiding process, there might be round-trips between these 316 different steps, in order, for example, to tune the input and output parameters of 317 the various algorithms. a10 on purpose from these data, as it will be used later in our decision aiding 340 scenario.
341
The initial meeting between Thierry and the analyst, as well as the session of 342 identifying the decision alternatives, the criteria on which they are defined and 343 the decision problem correspond each to one activity within the decision aiding 344 process. The first activity is contained within the first step of situating the problem, 345 while the second is contained within the second step of formulating the problem.
346
We illustrate these steps within the decision aiding process through 1.a and 1.b in First of all, the performances of the cars on the various criteria are loaded into 360 an R data frame. To achieve this, the following code is used: Furthermore, Thierry notices that car a11 (P309-16) is at least as good as car a14 (R21t) on all the criteria, and thus he wishes to remove the latter. 
392
To achieve this in R, we first store the preference directions of the criteria
393
("min" if the criterion has to be minimized, "max" if it has to be maximized) in 
409
All in all, Thierry considers that his filtering rules have probably been too 410 strict, and that he wishes to continue the analysis with all the initial alternatives.
411
We continue illustrating the decision aiding process in Figure 4 . We have now 412 entered the third stage of the process, that of constructing the evaluation model.
413
We denote with 2.a Thierry's decision to use filtering rules and with 2.b the defi-414 nition of these rules. The construction of the radar plots are depicted through step 415 2.c, while the decision to not validate the model is given by step 2.d. ternatives have the best and worst evaluations on the criteria.
420
We therefore suggest to plot the values taken by the alternatives in barcharts, to be a good alternative, as it performs well on many of criteria (except g1 (price)).
439
He seems to be very interested in this alternative and suggests that the rather bad We deduce from this first discussion with Thierry that he wishes to maximize a quantity which we could call the "value" of the cars. Consequently, our goal in the next steps of the decision aiding process will be to construct a single "super-scale" which reflects the value system of Thierry and his preferences. If we write for the overall preference relation of Thierry on the set of cars, the goal will be to determine a value function u that allows us to rank the alternatives and represent Thierry's preferences, i.e., which satisfies
for all alternatives a and b. normalizationTypes <-c("percentageOfMax","percentageOfMax",
456
"percentageOfMax","percentageOfMax", Thierry observes that the best car, according to this aggregation method, is 475 a11, before a03. He however discovers that one potential car has been forgotten in 476 this decision aiding process. It is given in Table 3 .
477
Note that this car is labelled a10, in accordance with the data from Bouyssou 478 et al (2000) .
479
This car is added to the performance between the first two alternatives of the ranking. This is due to the normalization 503 method, which depends on the data which is present in the performance table.
504
We recommend Thierry to use a more complex model of his preferences, which is 505 independent of the data of the performance table.
506
We fill the previously presented steps in the decision aiding process in Figure 6 . This takes us back to the second stage of the decision aiding process, as we are 513 identifying other alternatives that need to be included in the model (step 3.f).
514
We then return to the third stage and use the previously constructed model to 515 generate a new ranking of the alternatives in step 3.g. Thierry notices a rank 516 reversal, which prompts him to not validate this model in step 3.h. 
MAVT
518
We choose to construct a model of Thierry's preferences through an additive 519 model, aggregating some marginal value functions on the original evaluations via 520 a weighted sum (the weights representing trade-offs between the criteria).
521
Now that a motivated choice has been made on the preference model, the next cars.
529
The chosen disaggregation method is UTA and was described by Jacquet- In the MCDA package for R, the UTA disaggregation method can be called The calculation is successful, and the result is shown by typing x on the com- Figure 9 shows the first 7 positions of this ranking.
699 a11 a12 a03 a10 a06 a05 a02 According to this model, car a11 is ranked first, before car a03 and a12.
700
We finalize the depiction of the decision aiding process of this illustrative ex-701 ample in Figure 10 . 
